
Think of it as a food court
at the end of the hall.

Enjoy your favorite cold beverages, dairy products, fruits, sandwiches,

ethnic foods and more — at the convenient touch of a button.  



SPECIFICATIONS:
Height: 72 in.
Depth: 30.75 in.
Width: 38.13 in.
Shipping Weight: 710 lbs.
Electrical: 115V, 60Hz, 12A  
(15A circuit required).
Listings: cULus, CE, FCC, NAMA approved.

CONTACT US:  
 
 
 
Make National Vendors equipment your choice to give your employees what 
they want, when they want it, where they want it. 

The Shopper is a 24-hour fresh food solution 

providing your employees variety, freshness  

and great taste. 

HEARTY APPETITES
The Shopper is the only machine truly capable of “feeding”  

a workforce. A hard working group of employees requires  

sustenance to get the job done and the Shopper delivers. 

ARRAY OF PRODUCTS
Full entrées, combo meals, ethnic foods, salads and delicatessen 

style sandwiches are the fuel to keep the engine of your workplace 

humming along. 

EVERYONE SATISFIED
Have more than one shift? The Shopper has “selling zones” that  

gives each shift its slice of the pie. The turret can be segmented  

by time to give each group of employees a full stock of items for  

their time on the clock. 

FOOD SAFETY
With the tightest temperature control in the industry, you can rest  

assured products will be at their best. The Health Control Temperature 

Setting is computer monitored to guarantee freshness.

PERFORMANCE & RELIABILITY
The Shopper boasts class-leading design and durability. You  

can count on the Shopper to perform for associates day after  

day without the nuisance of service calls burdening your business. 

The average age of food equipment in locations today is estimated  

to be more than 8 years old. The Shopper’s contemporary styling,  

merchandising capabilities and reliable performance leave 

competitors and used equipment as severely inadequate alternatives.
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